Part Accuracy Prediction
ANSYS exaSIM™ is a predictive simulation tool that enables additive manufacturing (AM)
users to rapidly understand how their parts will distort during the build process without
the need to perform multiple trial and error iterations of a physical build. In short, exaSIM
will save users time and money while making accurate parts.
  

Figure 1: Generic airfoil geometry indicating the
type of geometry represented in this document

Is exaSIM accurate enough to clear the hurdle?
In order to achieve a suitable return on investment
(ROI) from predictive simulation, the results must be
accurate enough to produce the correct solutions.
Otherwise the prediction does not save time or money
compared to trial and error physical prototyping. The
following results illustrate how exaSIM predictions
provide sufficient accuracy to drive design decisions.
This geometry was provided to 3DSIM™ and a simulation
was carried out utilizing the exaSIM Uniform Assumed Strain
mode of simulation. For even higher fidelity simulations, a
Scan Pattern Based Strain or Thermal Strain simulation can
be performed if the scan vectors used to build the part are
available. In this case, the full process parameters details
were not available to 3DSIM and thus Assumed Uniform
Strain was used.

Figure 2: Simulation and physical
build images showing no bulge
before top ring is added.

Upon completion of the simulation, 3DSIM
eval-uated specific contour measurement
locations provided by the partner to enable
comparisons of measured vs. predicted data.
In each of the images the blue lines are the
nominal (e.g., CAD file) geometry, and red lines
show the actual geometry. For ‘Measured’
figures, the red line shows the CMM results for
the as-built component versus the nominal blue
line. For “Predicted” figures the red line shows
the simulation results versus the nominal blue
line. The green lines are the tolerance zone for
each contour profile. The measured part was
non-conforming since the red lines are often
outside the green line tolerance zone.
Figure 3: Trailing edge connection rib contour
comparison of measured vs. predicted results.

The results in Figure 2 are from a contour
taken along the trailing edge of the airfoil
in a direction transverse to airflow. The
exaSIM prediction accurately captured the
deformation shape and magnitude when
compared to the physical component.

Figure 4: Airfoil surface near base
contour comparison of measured
vs. predicted results

Figure 5: Airfoil surface near top
contour comparison of measured
vs. predicted results
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